
film rubric

3. 2. 1.
Plan  
outline and 
Storyboard

* Clearly describes each shot visually 
and includes movement, narration (if 
used), captions, sound
* Shows evidence of planning
through all parts of the production

* Complete story board though not 
detailed
* Shows evidence of planning through 
most parts of the production

* Story board is sketchy with many 
vital aspects not addressed
* Shows evidence of planning for some 
parts of the production but this lacks 
clarity

Content and  
Message

* The film has a clear message that is 
related to the theme
* Thorough research is evident
* Creativity and thought in content is 
evident 
* Arguments are succinct and well  
supported

* The message in the film is clear but 
not backed up with the necessary 
research
* Creativity and thought is evident in 
parts of the film
* Arguments are not well supported

* The message of the film is ambiguous 
and does not address the theme  
adequately
* Little evidence of thought or  
imagination is evident
* No arguments are presented to  
support the message

Creativity * Thorough evidence of imagination, 
creativity or thoughtfulness
* Style or mood which suits the content 
and theme evident
* Creative and original

* Some evidence of imagination,
creativity or thoughtfulness
* Some evidence of thought to style 
and mood, though may not suit the 
content and theme

* Little evidence of thoughtfulness,
creativity or imagination
* No style or mood is apparent

Film  
Technique

* Always in focus
* Variety of camera movements (e.g. 
zooming)
* The music and sounds add meaning 
and add to the experience
* Careful thought can be seen in
appropriate lighting and titles

* Usually in focus
* Camera movements show  
developing skill
* The music and sound are clear but are 
of varied quality
* Some thought has been given to
appropriate lighting and titles

* Sometimes in focus
* Camera movements are  
uninteresting
* The music and sound is not clear
* Little thought has been given to
appropriate lighting and titles


